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Playing Against a 1-9 Rat  

 
By Barry Meadow 

 
 This month’s subject is rats. 

 Not the rodents on your roof.  The rodents on the track. 

 In our current case, the rat managed to go off at 1-9, a mighty 10 cents on the dollar.  As she was 

the anchor horse for many who played the $82,597 pick 5 carryover on March 19 at Gulfstream Park—

and she managed to get beat—a discussion of what makes a rat seems in order. 

 We hear often about horses who are dead game, are aggressive, who are willing, who refuse to 

lose.  We don’t hear so much about their opposite number, the chicken-hearted animals who while they 

have enough speed to get into the battle, they have just enough lack of heart to lose, and lose, and lose 

some more. 

 There are three basic types of rats: 

  o The front-runner who quits near the wire no matter what the pace or distance 

  o The stone closer who can be counted on to pass horses in the stretch, though never the 

last one 

  o The plodder with no apparent style who runs as fast as necessary to get a check, no 

matter how fast everybody else is going  

 It is said that everyone in life has a purpose, even if it’s merely to serve as a bad example.  Such 

it is with rats.  Their purpose is to provide us with overlays—on their opponents.  Few racetrack 

experiences are as pleasurable as loading up on a decent 5-1 shot when his major competition is a rat. 

 Like a golfer who always manages to choke during the last couple of holes, a rat finds new ways 

to lose each time out.  He’ll lose from in front, from behind, off perfect trips, against weak fields, with 

different jockeys—it doesn’t matter.  He’ll lose with a 65 Beyer, then lose with a 39 Beyer, then lose 

with a 50 Beyer.  He’ll compete up, or down, to the level of the competition, which is why class drops 

don’t help him. 

 Rats often have records such as 21-0-8-5 or 32-1-7-8.  Yes, they get checks, but they don’t get 

the big checks.  Unlike the gamesters who announcer Trevor Denman might say “has a heart as big as 

the track,” rats have a heart as big as a pea. 



 Let us turn now to Candy Portena, rat extraordinaire.  It certainly looked as though she had 

finally found a field he could beat.  She had settled into a Beyer groove, recording four straight numbers 

from 52 to 56; no one else in the field had ever run higher than a 44.  She was dropping from maiden 

$25,000 to maiden $12,500 and had the country’s leading jockey aboard.  Sure, she wasn’t the same 

horse who earned more than $60,000 in 2014 as an also-ran in New York maiden races, but still, what 

could go wrong?  At least that’s what the folks who took her at 1-9 thought.  

 Now look a little deeper.  While Candy Portena had often improved her running position during 

her races, she had actually lost lengths in the stretch in all 10 of her most recent performances.  The 

conclusion: She wasn’t really passing people, but simply plodding along while others faded.  There was 

little evidence that she had any desire to pass horses.  She had never displayed much early speed, nor 

could she close—an unhappy combination. 

 So while on numbers Candy Portena looked like a standout, there were plenty of reasons to be 

skeptical.  So while I keyed her on my main pick 5 tickets, I also heavily used two other fillies, both of 

whom were lightly raced and had shown some early speed; if Candy Portena lost, I’d be alive with the 

other two as long as the next race was won by either of the first two favorites. 

 As it turned out, Candy Portena finished a no-threat second to the 11-1 shot who was one of my 

backups.  In the next race, the 4-1 second choice beat the even-money favorite.  So after two legs with a 

big carryover, I had beaten a 1-9 shot and a 1-1 shot—and now my ticket had a chance for real money.  I 

had just about everybody who was breathing--5 x 6 x 9 heading into the final three legs. 

 Unfortunately for me, those three remaining legs yielded two favorites and a second choice, so 

what might have been a gigantic payday turned out to be only a minor win.  With the 4-of-5 consolations 

that Gulfstream pays, my bet of $1,215 returned only $2,668 for a profit of $1,453.  Which beats losing, 

but not nearly what might have been when you get a 1-9 rat beaten.  But the rat gave me a chance for a 

score.  And when you’re in enough positions for a score, sometimes those positions will turn out to be 

very, very pleasant.  

# # # 
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